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Haven of the Ozarks Animal Sanctuary 9617 Farm Road 2190 Washburn, MO 65772 (417) 835-DOGS email: [email protected]. Website thehaven.petfinder.org Follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/HavenoftheOzarks



Taking Responsibility



September 2014



After You Get Home



Not everyone does



Adding a new family member



The Haven of the Ozarks has always had the policy in the Adoption Agreement that if an adoption does not work out for any reason, at any time during the animal’s lifetime, that animal must be returned to the Haven. We know that situations arise in people’s lives that affect their ability to care for a pet. When they are returned to us, we can insure their safety and look for a new home. Some people do not live up to their obligation to return the pet to us. There have been recent incidents of this where the former Haven resident is in very poor physical condition. Luckily, we have been able to nurse these dogs back to health. This suffering is especially heartbreaking because it was so needless. Thank goodness for microchipping. When found by an individual, a pet can be taken to a veterinary office to be scanned for the presence of a microchip. Almost all area animal control agencies



When bringing home a new four legged member of the family most people begin forming an instant bond, and would like that bond to be reciprocated. Different dog personalities will respond differently. Some dogs will march in as if they have always lived there and are ready to get on with the rest of their life, some will be overwhelmed by the change and want to stay as far away from you as possible, others will be so excited to be with a new pack they literally cannot contain their enthusiasm. Often a combination of moods will overtake them depending on the situation. My main advice to building a trusting bond is not to force things. We usually bring a new dog home for companionship and want to treat them like they have always been a part of the family. We will speak in high pitched voices to make them feel excited and welcome, we will hug and pet them often to show that they are loved, and we will call them over to us frequently to let them know they are not alone. For many dogs this is fine and they respond in kind. Some dogs, however, can be made to feel overwhelmed by the constant attention. For these dogs you cannot force a bond of trust. You will have to let it come naturally. The best bonding exercises are just sharing space with them. Let them investigate their new surroundings under your watchful eye, but without unnecessary interference. If they approach you give them a gentle unemotional pat without making too much eye contact. If they decide to go away from you that is equally fine. This feeling of not being constantly manipulated and by withholding large displays of affection will make you more interesting. You can offer the occasional treat just for being near you as well. For those dogs that are extremely fearful you can attach a leash and then just sit quietly with them. Again, do not attempt to force affection upon them. The occasional gentle pat—more of a caress really—or dropping a treat on the floor in front of them will allow them to adjust to the new situation and that hanging out with you is not so bad. These things can set you up nicely for a long, significant, and trusting relationship with your newest member of the family. ◘ By Tristan Jolivette of T’s Dogs, Springfield, MO



Chassis as a puppy and now in her new home’s yard and shelters scan incoming animals. Many frantic owners of lost dogs or cats have been reunited with their pet because of these practices. Providing all our pets with microchips prior to adoption is what enabled the following sad situations to end happily. Chassis was adopted when she was 8 weeks old. Several months later, Kenny was following another vehicle when he witnessed a dog being thrown from the window. Chassis ran and ran to try to catch up to the vehicle, which was speeding away. Kenny stopped to pick up the exhausted dog. Even though he hadn’t planned on another dog, Kenny decided to adopt Chassis and is now thrilled with his decision. She is so lucky that Kenny was the person following her former adopter when he cruelly abandoned her. Tiffany was adopted as a young puppy and abandoned before she was a year old. She must have been turned loose by her adopter as he was still living at the same address. She was found emaciated and dehydrated. She regained her strength and was adopted a few weeks later. Puppy Tiffany and after recent recuperation (Continued on page 2)



Wishlist - You Can Help Dry dog food Slicker brushes Mane & Tail (brand) hair conditioner (made for horses) Vitamin E gel tabs and/or fish oil gel tabs Compact fluorescent 40 or 60 watt light bulbs Utility vehicle to haul supplies throughout Haven yard; we can make repairs.



(“Responsibility” continued from page 1)



Tango had only been adopted for a few days when he was turned loose. The young Husky and Chow mix was picked up by animal control. After being unclaimed by his adopters and after the mandatory five day hold, he was released to John, a representative of the Haven. Leery of adding a half-grown pup to his pack, John said he could stay a few days, but the first time he Tango made a mistake he was going back to the Haven. Tango didn't make any mistakes, and John (and his girl Jen) knew the chances of adopting a more perfectly behaved pup were slim so Tango became a permanent member of the family. Since then we've learned he does have a taste for fuzzy slippers - even when someone is wearing them! The Haven is here for their pets both before and well after adoption. When adopters are found to be this irresponsible, they are added to a 'DNA' (Do Not Adopt) list that is shared among several animal rescue groups. As a rescue community, we all strive to prevent these people from adopting a pet in the future. Situations like these can be disheartening for animal shelter workers and volunteers. Luckily, there are many positive stories of adopters doing everything they can for their pets. The following story of Monte/Molly is one of those stories. ◘



Adoption Updates Monte came to the Haven at 7 years old when her guardian had to move into assisted living housing. She was adopted by Lindsey and her family. Their Dachshund at home was lonely and Lindsey had been thinking about Collies. She fell in love with Monte’s picture and when they visited the Haven the whole family quickly agreed that they should take her home. They named her Molly. It took about a week for her true personality to blossom in her new home. By then, Lindsey was thinking about training Molly to be a therapy dog. Then the accident happened. Lindsey wrote:



Molly (was Monte) at the Haven and after her amputation surgery “I will never, ever forget that horrible sound. I will never forget that feeling of my stomach lurching as I realize that Molly wasn’t beside me. My eyes darted to the road and I saw her limping heavily away from it. The car that hit her just kept on going. “No..no..no!” That’s all that came out as I rushed to her side. I felt like I had let her down. She depended on me as her new parent and I let her get hurt. I have no one to blame but myself for having her off leash near a busy street. Her back leg is broken. “Prepare yourself, because she might end up losing it.” I nod my head in understanding. I can live with that. As long as she lives, I can handle an amputated leg. After those first few days, I saw her personality come back out of the groggy pain medication induced fog. It was good to see my smiling girl again. I spoiled her rotten. I was amazed at how
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quickly the bruising started to fade away, and I was relieved at how smoothly recovery seemed to be going. It wasn’t long and she was feeling better and getting around better.” Molly’s recovery is complete. Lindsey brought her to a mobile adoption event to visit. She is a happy, healthy dog that happens to have 3 legs. They plan to start therapy dog training soon. Lindsey is a wonderful example of an adopter that faced difficulties, but kept her commitment to her pet. Life can be complicated, but abandoning a helpless animal is never the right thing to do. The Haven’s return policy has always existed for just that reason. ◘



Memorial & Honorarium Donations May 14, 2014 through August 31, 2014 We apologize for any inadvertent omissions or misspellings



Memorial Donations Patricia Coffman in memory of Ronald Wulz Don & Cheri Cowherd in memory of Ronald Wulz Gary & Wendy Creed in memory of Carl Ray Anderson Larry & Sue Harris in memory of their mother’s, Rita & Mary Julia Homesley in memory of Blaine Brock Tom & Bette Jo Jackson in memory of Dan Coffman Rick & Becky Lewis in memory of Sophia Main & Bub Curless Allene Patterson in memory of Carl Ray Anderson Geraldine Raines in memory of Carl Ray Anderson C. J. Rogers in memory of Bill Coy Steve & Dannielle Schmidt in memory of Dene Larkin Max Rose in memory of Dan Davis Jeanne Russell in memory of Ben W. Russell Joanne Wasta in memory of Richard L. Wasta In Memory Of Lewis Brunner Jerome & LaRoyce Arnold Keith & Karey Killion James & Connie Breeden Patricia Lundahl Jean Buntin Midwest ER Medical Svs, PC Dolores Doyle Steven Nyquist Family Melvin & Sharon Drassen Gary Remington & Teresa Shadley Roy Friesen Robert & Mary Theresa White In Memory Of Ordon “Sonny” Tummons Past Co-Workers James & Vona Wood Grace Davis Jerry & Bonnie Shelton Dorothy Gisler In Memory Of Anita Cowart Daniel & Patricia Kirk-Fenn Ronald Fuller Kevin & Mary Jo Kirk Sanden North America, Inc.



Donations in Memory of Beloved Pets from: Richard & Ileene Balun in memory of their special pet, Maggie Judy Carnes in memory of her special pet “Punkin” Carnes Don & Cheri Cowherd in memory of 3 special Haven pets, Mandy, Tippy & Chubb Mary L. Flynn in memory of Kia, beloved dog of Dan & Lucy Schaefer Patricia Hall in memory of her beloved pets, Boo, Sweetie. Tom, PeeWee & Effie Mae Martha Herrell in memory of her beloved pet, Brownie Artyce Keeter in memory of Bobbie-D, their lost boy



Donations In Honor of Special Pets from: Dianne Butler in honor of Dorothy Davenport’s dogs, Heidi, Abby & Izzie Steve & Cherie Joens in honor of Lacy Lulu Mike & Marcia Nicholls in honor of their precious Red & Rio Linda Wilson in honor of her 2 healthy dogs, Leah & Sophie Allen Zuercher, in honor of Spike (formerly known as Fisk)



Mobile Adoption Magnet Sign Planet creates eye-catching advertisement Over half of all adoptions from the Haven occur at off-site mobile adoption events held at retail sites in neighboring towns. Because the shelter is located in a rural area, our adoption rate could not be reached without taking the animals to where potential adopters can see them. Most adoption locations are pet supply stores, and many customers go there on weekends to see what pets are available. It benefits the store by providing customer traffic and benefits animal shelters like the Haven by giving more people the chance to see and perhaps adopt available animals. The Haven has a van used solely to transport animals to mobile adoption events. Many other organizations use their transport vehicles to promote their cause and to announce their presence that day. For years we had a plain white van. There never seemed to be enough in the budget to pay for signage. Then a website, www.barkpost.com, started a contest on Facebook. The grand prize was $1,000 for a specific project that the winning shelter was trying to fund. The winnings went to the shelter that obtained the most votes over a one month period. Supporters were allowed to vote once per day. The Haven’s energetic volunteer Facebook administrators took the idea and persistently asked for votes from Facebook followers. Loyal Facebook followers forwarded requests to their friends until we had many people voting every day. Thanks to the efforts of many, the Haven won the $1,000 grand prize. Quotes were obtained and one shop agreed to provide their



services at a very significant discount. Sign Planet of Fayetteville, AR designed and installed a “wrap” around the van. The results are amazing and better than hoped. The van is parked at each adoption location where it can be seen by the most traffic. We appreciate the time and talent that Sign Planet used designing the graphics and the very special pricing. The Facebook administrators deserve a lot of credit for the successful outcome, but we couldn’t have won the contest without our loyal and wonderful Facebook followers. Thank you to all who participated. ◘



Mobile Adoption Schedule The purpose of mobile adoptions is, of course, to find home for homeless pets. But the staff and volunteers love to see former adopters and Haven residents stop by for a visit. Please come by and bring your adoptee, and send your friends that need an addition to their pet family! Mobile adoptions have an ordinary monthly schedule, but there may be reasons why changes are made. Please check Facebook to confirm the plans for that weekend, or call the Haven office. Times are usually 11:00 am to 4:00 pm. 1st Saturday - Orscheln Farm and Home in Republic, MO 2nd Sunday - Petco in Fayetteville, AR 3rd Saturday - Petco in Rogers, AR 3rd Sunday - PetSmart in Joplin, MO 4th Sunday - PetSmart in Springfield, MO We always need more volunteers on a monthly or as needed basis. Stop by an event or call the Haven if you are interested. ◘



Rummage Sale at Archie’s Springfield Bar Supports Haven Archie’s Lounge at 1817 E. Grand, Springfield, MO is planning their annual rummage sale, with this year’s proceeds benefitting the Haven of the Ozarks. The staff and family of bar patrons do all the work and give us the proceeds. How nice! Plan to shop there or have a delicious homemade bloody mary on Saturday, 9/27 to show your support. Watch for a date change if rain or heat interfere. ◘



DONATIONS -- MEMORIALS -- SPECIAL GIFTS If you would like to make a contribution to recognize an outstanding achievement or service, to commemorate an occasion, in memory of an individual or pet, or to sponsor a special needs or ‘unadoptable’ orphan, please complete this form and mail it to Haven of the Ozarks, 9617 Farm Road 2190, Washburn, MO 65772. All gifts are tax deductible and a treasure to us! This gift is: In Memory or Honor (circle one) of________________________________________________________________________. They are a person, dog, cat, or other _________________(circle one). Use my donation for the following purpose: General Funds _______ Special Needs Fund ______, PAL (pay $10 of adoption fee to encourage adoption) _______, Sponsor an Older pet ($15/month) _______ Pet’s name:____________________________________ .



Please contact me about volunteering ________________________________.



This donation was made by:



Send acknowledgement of this gift to:



Name_________________________________________________



Name__________________________________________________



Street_________________________________________________



Street__________________________________________________



City_______________________ State________ Zip___________



City________________________ State _______ Zip ___________



Phone ___________________ Email ______________________



Phone ___________________ Email _________________________



Check box if any of the above information has changed “A True No-Kill Facility”
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Haven of the Ozarks Animal Sanctuary is a no-kill sanctuary. Standard adoption fees are $75 for dogs under 5 years old, $60 for dogs 5 and over, $60 for cats under 5 years old, and $50 for cats 5 and over. All pets are spayed or neutered, up-to-date on vaccinations, regularly wormed, and microchipped for identification prior to adoption. Adoption fees for senior, special needs, and bonded pair pets are reduced. Animals must be returned if placement is not successful. ◘



Dear Haven: Hello! I just wanted to drop a line to update you on the dog you all called Rattler, now Winston. He initially had a nasty case of separation anxiety that we have worked through. We just celebrated his first birthday! He's really grown since we first brought him home (now weighing just over 50 pounds and taking up most the bed when he insists). The birthday boy got a dozen tennis balls and a baked sweet potato pupcake. His favorite pastimes include hiking, fly chasing, car rides, playing with his rubber ducky and stealing daddy's socks. A few of my friends from work have young dogs too and we get together for play dates. I am so glad I found him, he's sincerely my doggie soul mate. He makes me giggle and encourages me to be more active. I'm attaching pictures for your viewing pleasure. Thank you for bringing us together! ~ Cassie Winston (was Rattler) carefully inspects his 1st birthday cake.



Haven of the Ozarks Animal Sanctuary 9617 Farm Road 2190 Washburn, MO 65772



Non‐Profit Org U.S. Postage PAID Joplin, MO Permit No. 82



Haven of the Ozarks Spotlight Pets Caramel is our sweet "middle-aged" 7 year old hound girl. She is gentle and affectionate and good with kids. Caramel is housetrained and weighs about 55 pounds. For a hound, she's relatively quiet on the baying front. She likes to go walking and is active playing with the other Haven dogs. Hounds are people dogs and Caramel is no exception. She would be very content on your living room couch-hanging out with the family. Her adoption fee is $60.



Crypto was a little shy when she first arrived at the Haven but has come out of her shell nicely. She is a small black and tan girl with an inquisitive face and stand-up ears that perk up when she is spoken too. She is about 2 years old and weighs around 30 pounds. Crypto likes to go for walks and would make a wonderful addition to a family with kids. Her adoption fee is $75. Leeward is all legs with a handsome 55 pound frame on top. This walker/coonhound mix is all hound and has a "bay" to go with his breed. If you like to hear hound singing- Leeward will put on quite a serenade. He has lots of energy and gets along well with other dogs. He will need a tall fenced in yard though as he is a climber. But, if you live on a farm Crypto and want to train a good hunting hound, Leeward could be your best boy. He is young and ready to find his forever home. His adoption fee is $75. Acorn is a 2 year old cattle dog mix. He is a very energetic boy and loves to run and play with other dogs. With red and white coloring and freckles on his nose, he is quite the goodlooking guy. He came to us with a hurt paw and has spent months rehabbing it in our grassy play yard. Acorn is very affectionate and would love to have a home with a family who has kids to play with him. Cattle dogs are great and loyal family pets. Let Acorn be your newest family addition. He weighs about 35 pounds and his adoption fee is $75. Nuisance is a female domestic short haired cat. She likes to "talk" for her treats in the cat Acorn room. She is anything but a "nuisance" as she is affectionate and gentle. She has been at the Haven since 2007 and would really like a home to call her own. Nuisance would make a great addition for a family with older kids or an older couple. She's a black and white beauty with a lot of love to give. Her adoption fee is $50.



Caramel



Leeward



Nuisance
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